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Designed for research into the eye-brain system, either on an
individual level, as part of an inter-active science context, or
integrated into an educational program.

Up-side-down Scope

Up-side-down Scope
Like a camera lens, light entering our eyes produces an inverted image on the
viewer’s retina. The fact that we normally see the world the right way up is the
result of adaptation using the brain’s processing capacity to ‘flip’ the image.
The effect of looking through the up-side-down scope is to optically rotate
the viewer’s image around the line of sight by 180 degrees. This produces an
upside down image which gives us incorrect spatial information and explains
why we have difficulty carrying out simple tasks when seeing this way.

Parts List
2 x Main plates
2 x Side plates
2 x Mirror mount plates
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1 x Long bracket
1 x Glass Prism
2 x Sticky pads

Constructing the
Up-side-down Scope:

Step 1
Peel the protective film from each piece
of plastic except the piece with the fabric
coating.
This is best achieved by scratching your nail
along the edge of the material to roughen
up the coating and then peeling back.
Putting some sticky tape onto the coating with the tape hanging over
the edge can also be helpful at grabbing and pulling off the coating.

2
Take the main plate without the
fabric coating and attach the
long bracket with the patterned
surface facing the nose slot (the
rear of the device).
This is best achieved by inserting
one of the end tabs and then
moving along the bracket,
pressing each tab into the
corresponding slot in turn.
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3
Take one of the side plates and align
with the longer slots in the main
plate.
The patterned surface should be
facing outward.

4
Insert the side plate firmly into
the main plate.
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5
Take the second of the side plates and
press into the long slot at the other end of
the main plate.

6
Looking at the mirror mount plates,
notice the dashed lines which guide
you as to where to position the prism.
Stick a sticky pad within this shape.
If a small part of the pad is outside of
the dashed shape it is not a problem.
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7
With the protective coating removed from
the top of the sticky pad, carefully place
the prism onto the pad with the edges of
the prism aligned with the dashed lines
as accurately as possible.

The edge of the prism should
be up to the edge of this slot
but NOT obscure it at all.

8
Using the same process, repeat for the
other end of the prism. The two prism
mount plates should be parallel.
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9
Place the prism with plates
attached onto the main plate,
with the slots from the mounting
plates aligned with the slots in
the top of the long bracket.

As this is pressed down, the tabs at
the bottom of the mounting plates
must be aligned with the slots in
the main plate.
The mounting plates may need
angling slightly to achieve this.

10
The prism should now be
in place, held firmly by the
mounting plates which are
slotted securely.

The prism must not protrude
past the front edge of the
main plate as the glass may
have sharp edges.
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11
The top main plate can now be placed onto
the structure (fabric side face-down).
Line one of the slots in this top plate with a
tab from the corresponding side plate and
press firmly into place.

12
With the top
plate half on,
the side plate
must be gently
bent inwards to
allow the tab to
line up with the
slot in the top plate.
With this achieved, the top plate can be
firmly pressed down until all gaps are closed.

13
Peel the remaining protective coating from
the top plate to reveal the clean, shiny
surface of your Up-side-down Scope.
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Completed Up-side-down Scope
Your completed Up-side-down Scope should
resemble what is shown here...

Take a look through the scope...
What do you see?

Read this using the Up-side-down Scope:
Make some interesting secret messages!
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Further info:
Please see the following pages for more information and science to
accompany your Up-side-down scope...

Looking through the Up-side-down scope
Here are some usually simple tasks which become more difficult when viewed
through the up-side-down scope:
1. Make a copy of this 5 pointed star. Notice that a conflict between what you
see and your instinctive drawing movements will become apparent.
Why is it so hard to make your pen move in the direction you intend?

2. Attempt to pour water into a cup and you will also realise that the inverted
image is sending false information to the hand that is holding the jug and your
reading of the position of the cup is not clear. It is not unlikely that you will spill
some of the water.
3.Try shaking hands with another person and you will discover that
disorientation is presenting some problems of movement and location.
4. Experiment with other simple tasks of spatial activity such as ball-catching,
assembling children’s building bricks or placing a book on a bookshelf or
removing something from your fridge.
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Background
In the early 1980’s NASA considered using inversion spectacles during
the training programme of shuttle crews who were not only experiencing
problems with motion sickness but also as a result of working in weightless
conditions had trouble recognising ‘up and down’. Spatial disorientation in
earlier missions had caused the loss some important items of experimental
equipment.
Between 75% -80% of the information we receive about the world is visual
and uses about 1/3 of the brains capacity. The importance of the eye-brain
system has engaged the attention of many distinguished figures in history.
The Greeks began enquiries as early as 500BC with the first work on optics by
Euclid, written in Alexandria in 300BC. He was followed by Ptolemy, Galen,
Al-Hazen, Roger Bacon , Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler and Newton.
Some aspects of their beliefs were erroneous but at the same time important
contributions were made allowing successive generations to build upon their
knowledge. Kepler, most famous perhaps for his work on planetary motion,
gave the first clear description of the principle of image formation in the eye
lens. The first person however, to prove that an inverted image was formed on
the retina by dissecting and experimenting with the eye of a bull, was a Jesuit
priest Christopher Scheiner in 1611.

For the Technically Minded
Visual sensations are transmitted from the eye or retina to the brain along a
visual pathway. The pathway consists of optic nerve fibres which pass through
parts of the brain known as the optic chiasm and the lateral geniculate
nucleus, LGN, two important junctions, spreading out and terminating in the
visual cortex which is the part of the brain that receives and processes signals
travelling along the optic nerves from the eyes. Although the transfer of data
along the optic nerve is rapid it has yet to be explained why the visual cortex is
so far away from the eyes.
The process of adaption by which the brain after a time corrects the inverted
image has been examined many times. The first such experiment was by
George M. Stratton in 1897 who claimed that after a week of continuous
use of the inversion device his vision returned to normal. Other experiments,
one by Ivan Kohler in the 1950’s claimed different periods of adaption, and
attention has also been focused upon the time required for the image to ‘flip’
again after the inversion spectacles have been removed.
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The prismatic Inversion Device
Refraction was a well known phenomenon in ancient times, but Ptolemy was
the first to make a study of it. However, the correct rules of refraction were first
described by Willebrord Snell a professor of mathematics at Leiden University
in 1621. The dove prism in this inversion device reflects light internally and this
reflection takes place on the base of the prism, and as seen from the diagram,
is responsible for inverting the image.

Reflecting Base

Safety
As a result of the spatial disorientation of inverted vision there is a risk of a
fall, so until you are familiar with the device care should be taken. In addition,
people who are vulnerable to motion sickness may notice that effect.
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